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A photographic and inspiring journey of regions and 

cities that invite you to different facets of traveling 

and being on the go, that spoil you with enjoyment, 

muse, culture and nature.



 Be on the go. Enjoy landscapes adorned by lakes, rivers and mountains as well as cities 

that are brightly painted with works of art and buildings. 
The Rakotz Bridge in the Rhododendron Park near Kromlau in East Saxony is a world-famous photo motif with acute danger of circular collapsing - July 2022



 A partnership succeeds when both are gliding in the same direction on their own tracks. 
A perfectly groomed cross-country ski trail near Mittelberg (Kleinwalsertal) glitters in the sun whilst heart and body rejoice in rhythmic gliding - March 2022



 Enjoy the colorful culinary variety that Mother Earth gives you every day. 
I couldn't wish for a healthier morning thanks to the creative, visually appealing and delicious breakfast at Kaffeefreunde Berlin - July 2022



 Higher doesn't mean better. Wider doesn't mean nicer. Find your balance as you grow. 
The largest and probably most modern high-rise district of La Defense in Paris is an ingenious feast for architects and artists, less for botanists - Aug. 2022



 Experience the silence, tranquility and grandeur of the divine in a nature untouched by humans. 
The picturesque and idyllic Freibergsee near Oberstdorf invites you to swim, hike and ski fly; if you dare - August 2022



 It is entirely up to you how bright and colorful you imagine your life to be. 
Les Bouquinistes along the quay walls of the Seine in Paris have not been able to live on their literary antiques alone for 350 years - August 2022



 Even with a bent back you can still grow into the sky. 
The Shire of the Oder near the border town of Gorgast to Poland is not only for hobbit friends an oasis of peace and quiet - July 2022



 With what rays do you illuminate the planet?

When was the last time you looked at the full moon in silence? 
If you see the Eiffel Tower embracing the full moon in Paris or vice versa, then in the city of love all you need is... ;-) - August 2022



 Make your heart sing and let love kiss you. 
In addition to the beguiling scents of roses, the Seepark in Prenzlau also offers unusual oases of artistic creativity - August 2022



 The cycle of nature and life always gives us the most beautiful colors and shapes. 
The Mannheim lido at Rhine kilometer 420 is an oasis of relaxation and reflection all year round, except on weekends ;-) - November 2022



 Build on the experiences in your life that have given you stability and keep them in your heart. 
The artful gallery of cairns along the Breitachklamm in the Kleinwalsertal invites you to linger for a while - August 2022



 We can never replace the natural beauty of a rainbow, 

but we can make the world a little more colorful every day. 
The impressive film and light projection "From the Reichstag to the Bundestag" in Berlin's parliament district captivates many tourists every day - Aug. 2022



 From time to time look at your life from a lofty height in order to gain new findings and insights. 
The always overwhelming Alpine panorama view from the Nebelhorn (2.224 m) encourages you to "attack" the possible hiking routes - August 2022



 Go calmly and confidently through the roller coaster of life - step by step. 
Bonus-Pic: The Tiger & Turtle Magic Mountain near Duisburg is a a roller coaster, walkable large sculptur; especially for courageous ones – June 2022
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